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ABSTRACT 
 
In this studies, hot-wire wind measurement, wind scouring in wind tunnel and 
numerical computation were carried out to evaluate the wind environment of a tall 
buildings in the prevailing flow conditions in Beijing area. The results obtained by 
three techniques were compared and mutually verified. The conclusions of the 
buildings drawn from three approaches are agreement with each others. The studies 
analyze the advantages and limitations of each method, and point out that the 
combination of different techniques may produce better assessment of wind 
environment around high buildings. 
 
Keywords: high buildings in urban area, wind environment, wind tunnel, numerical 
simulation. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Along with the social and economic development, the scale of urban area as well as 
the quantity and height of tall buildings increase rapidly.  Those structures change 
outstandingly the wind environment of the urban area. The tall and dense 
architectural complex reduces the ability of urban ventilation and self-purification, 
and intensifies urban air pollution and heat island effects in weak wind conditions. 
On the other hand, in strong wind conditions the tall building may induce local gusts 
in its vicinity and affect the pedestrian comfort and safety. Then the pedestrian level 
wind environment problem arises (Isyumov, 1986; Bottema, 2000). 
 
In the lower flow fields of the urban surface layer with the intrusion of the tall 
building as a bluff body, the strong wind may appear around the buildings with the 
effects of the secondary circulations induced by the buildings such as channel flow, 
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corner flow, passing through flow as well as blocking, weak flow and vortex, etc. 
The appearance of the strong wind flow phenomena may bring uncomfortable for the 
pedestrian passed throng this area, and the damage of the building’s gates and 
windows, the decorations etc. Those problems induce by the buildings have been 
paid more attentions by the government and the persons from the world. So in many 
developed countries there has legislation on the evaluation of the wind environment 
around the high buildings during the design phase of this building. The designer, 
proprietor, architect and building developer also hope that there has a comfortable 
and safety environment in the buildings. Thus studies on the pedestrian wind 
environment problems caused by tall building have a great development in recent 
tens years (Capelaoet.al,2003, Chang and Meroney, 2001, Ferreira et. al, 2002, He 
and Song,1999, William and Soligo, 1991, Hunt. et.al, 1976, Penwarden and Wise, 
1975, Cochran and Cermak, 1991).  
 
Since the assessment must be carried out before the construction of the new building, 
it can only do according to the design scheme. The main methods of the wind 
evaluation are fluid experiment (wind tunnel and water tank experiment) and 
numerical simulation. The PIV（Particle Image Velometry）can give a quantitative 
results about the flow around the buildings, and it has been used on the basic 
research of wind environment (Liu et. al, 2003, Baik and Park, 2000), but until now 
it has not been used in the applicant assessment. To obtain a quantitative flow field 
around the buildings in wind tunnel is the main method in wind assessment in the 
present. However it needs to spend lot of time to measure the wind field in an area. 
Some other methods including the scouring technique to replace point measuring 
method are also beginning to use in some wind environment evaluation, so that the 
whole flow field could be obtained in an area at the same time during one experiment. 
Numerical simulation now is used more on the basic research and applicant study in 
wind assessment, because of the simple method to obtain three-dimensional flow, 
temperature and pressure field in the space. The basic research includes comparing 
the model results with the field experiment and observation data, and improving the 
numerical model (He and Song, 1999, Sang et. al, 2000). Jones et. al. found that the 
wind tunnel and numerical simulation results could predict the strong wind location 
around the high buildings which the wind amplification factor is near 3.0, but the 
exact location and the range of the strong wind area are not the same by comparing 
the two results. In order to improve the numerical models, more studies on the 
comparing and improvements of the different method on wind environment are 
needed. 
 
In the present paper by using wind tunnel tests, numerical computation and 
meteorological data analyses, the wind environment of S Building in Chaoyang 
District, Beijing has been studied. In the tunnel tests hot wire anemometer 
measurement and scouring technique were conducted. Those two approaches 
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companied with numerical methods compensated each others and verified mutually 
to provide a convenient and reliable way for wind environmental assessment of  tall 
building or architectural complex. 
 
In the design scheme of S building, the main part of S Building is a 30 storied tower 
with height of 123m and a 5 storied wing building. Around S Building there have 
already been some buildings, for instance the Forum Hall 16 meters west to S 
Building. The main objective of the assessment is to study the characteristics of flow 
fields in the vicinity of S Building in the strong approach wind, especially the strong 
northwesterly in winter and spring of Beijing area. According to the original design 
the Forum Hall should be pulled down. So another objective of the assessment is to 
evaluate the differences of the wind fields with and without the Forum Hall. So that 
reasonable suggestions may be made to modify the design so as to provide an 
acceptable wind field around the buildings. 
 
In the studies the results of the three evaluation methods were mutually compared 
and the reliabilities as well as the advantages and limitations of them were analyzed. 
On the basis of these studies an appropriate, multi-discipline approach for the 
assessment of wind environment around tall buildings can reasonably be proposed. 

 
1. FLOW VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN WIND TUNNEL 
 
1.1 Measurement method and facilities 
The measurement was carried out in Peking University atmospheric boundary layer 
wind tunnel with scale of 32m(length)×3m(width) ×2m(height). The models of S 
Building and the surrounding structures were made acrylic plastic with ratio of 1:150 
as shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the measurement points at the height of 4m in full 
scale. The key areas of measurement were the leeside and the windward side of S 
Tower in northwesterly, where the strong wind might occur. In order to study the 
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Figure 1. Model of S building in wind tunnel (scale 1:150). The viewpoint is from west to east，
while the high buildings in the left of the model is  S  building, and the roughness elements 
constructed from cubes is located in the far side direction. 
 
variation of the wind field affected by the Forum Hall, the measurements were 
conducted again in the same flow conditions after the model of Forum Hall was 
moved away. In addition, the vertical profile of the flow velocity at the northeast 
corner of the Tower was also measured to study the three dimensional structure of the 
strong wind fields. 

 
Figure 2 The positions of the measurement points in wind tunnel. In the upper-left the 
measurement points in the vertical at the point（54）at the corner of the tower, in the lower-left 
that with the Forum building pulled down. 
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1.2 Results of the measurement 
In the following we focus our attention on the strong wind area in the south side of 
the Tower. Figure3 shows the distribution of the wind speed at the measured points. 
The maximum wind speeds appear at the southwest corner. The strong wind was 
composed of the corner flow caused by the south end of the Tower and the channel 
flow between the Tower and the Forum Hall. Parameter R is taken as the wind speed 
amplification factor,  

0/),(),( UyxUyxR = ,                                            (2) 

where 0U =5.4m/s is the speed of the approach flow( at 4m above the land surface), 

),( yxU  is the speed measured at point ),( yx . The maximum R with value of 2.1 

appears in the narrow channel between the Tower and the Forum Hall. The R value 
of 2.1 means that the speed in the strong wind area is two times of the approach one.           
Figure 4 shows the wind speed distribution after the model of the Forum Hall moved 
away. Without the Forum Hall the channel effect was removed. However, without the 
blockade of the Forum Hall the corner flow area extended. The strong wind with R 
values over 2 covered larger areas than that in Figure 3 at the south end of the Tower. 
 
 

 

Figure 3 The distribution of speed measured by the hot wire in wind tunnel （m/s）.The measured 
height is at 2.67cm, while is at 4 m in the real atmosphere. The in flow is 5.4m/s. 
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Figure 4. The same with figure 3, but without Forum building. 
 
1. Application of scouring technique 
The pedestrian wind field measurement techniques in wind tunnel can be divided 
into two categories. One is the instrumental measurement, for instance the hot wire 
measurement described in last section. The instruments for the measurement also 
include hot film, anemobiagraph, omni directional anemometer, etc. Enough quantity 
and density of measurement points are needed in the method in order to obtain a full 
view of wind fields. Another way of the pedestrian wind field measurement is to 
provide an overall, spatially continuous description of wind conditions at pedestrian 
level. Scouring technique is one of these methods ( Livesey et.al ,1990). A thin layer 
of particles was spread uniformly over the ground surface of the wind tunnel around 
the models of the building. By increasing the wind speed of the wind tunnel the 
particles in strong wind area were blew away and the scour patterns were formed.  
 
In the study the flaky bran with size of 0.25-0.3 mm was used as the material of 
particles. The brawns put in oven to remove the moisture, resulting in cohesionless 

particles. As wind speed was gradually increased to a threshold velocity tV , the 

particles started to move. By repeating the test the mean threshold velocity was 

obtained tV =2.7m/s. In the study four grades of wind speed were set, that is, 

tr VV / =0.55, 0.69, 0.76 and 0.85, respectively. 

 

At the first grade the approach wind speed should be rV =0.55 tV =1.5m/s. As the 
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speed was kept constant in 2-3 minutes, a scouring pattern appeared in the vicinity of 
the models. This means that the wind speed enclosed in the sour area has exceeded 
the threshold velocity (2.7m/s). The ratio of the wind speed within the enclosed area 

to that of the approach flow is rt VVR /= =1.82. By analyzing the photograph of the 

scouring area the envelope of strong wind area of R=1.82 was obtained. By 
increasing the test speed successively and repeating the procedure described above, 
the envelops of the strong wind areas for different grades of R=1.82,1.54,1.32 and 
1.18 were obtained, respectively. Figure 5 shows the envelopes of strong wind areas 
for different grades in northwesterly. Figure 6 is the same as Figure 5, but without the 
Forum Hall. Comparing those two figures we may find that the area of strong wind 
will extend and the wind speed will strengthen if the Forum Hall is pulled down. 
 

 
Figure 5 Contour of wind speedup ratios for the NW wind. V1 to V4 representing  82.1=R ，

1.45 ， 1.32 and 1.18 respectively, while tVV 55.01 = ， tVV 69.02 = ，  tVV 76.03 = ， 
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tVV 85.04 =  ; and the threshold wind speed smVt /7.2= . 

 
Figure 6  Same as figure 6. Contour of wind speedup ratios for the NW wind. The forum 
building pulled down, V1 to V4 representing  82.1=R ，1.45，1.32 and 1.18 respectively. 
 
2. Numerical computation 
The numerical simulation is one of the important methodologies in science research. 
It has developed rapidly in the latest decade that the method of calculating flow 
around blunt body in computational fluid dynamics applied to simulation of flow 
around buildings in the atmospheric boundary layer. The computational fluid 
dynamics and the computer capability have been developed so fast in recent years 
that numerical simulation can now be made more economically and yield more 
complete and equally as accurate results, and its results have been verified by the 
wind tunnel and observation data (Jones and Launder, 1972,Sang et. al, 2002, Wang 
et. al, 2003, Wang et.al., 2004). 
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In numerical computation two wind directions, the northwesterly, the prevailing wind 
in winter and the southwesterly in summer are chosen as the initial and the inflow 
boundary conditions. In the following only the northwest wind is discussed. Two 
kinds of computational domain are used. Domain A is 360m×320m with grid interval 

of zyx ∆=∆=∆ =4m, including the planning S Building and the surrounding 

buildings, while domain B is 150m×210m with zyx ∆=∆=∆  =2m, including only 

the S Building and the Forum Hall. 
 
Figure 7 shows the horizontal flow fields of domain A at level of 4m in northwesterly. 
It can be seen that there are two strong wind areas in the vicinity of S Tower. One at 
the east side of the Tower is caused by the corner flow of the northeast corner of the 
Tower. The east side is planned to be green spot and the driveway, where is no 
sidewalk for pedestrian. Therefore the strong wind there will not affect much the 
pedestrians. Another strong wind at the south side of the Tower is composed of the 
corner flow by the south corner of the Tower and the channel flow between the 
Tower and the Forum Hall. Since there is the main entrance of the Building at the 
south end of the Tower, the strong wind there may make the pedestrians 
uncomfortable. Therefore the mechanism and structure of this strong wind area must 
be carefully studied. 
 
Figure 8 shows the results in domain B, in which the resolution is higher, so that the 
structure of the wind field can be investigated in detail. The speedup ratio parameter 

R is taken as 0/),,(),( UhyxUyxR = , where ),,( hyxU is the wind speed at h=4m in 

grid point of ),( yx , 2/122 )( vuU += . 0U  is the approach flow speed at z=4m.  

 
In the northwesterly the huge pressure difference between the windward side and the 
leeside of the Tower induces strong pressure gradient force to make the flow speedup. 
As the Forum Hall exists its blockade effect reduces the intensity of the flow on the 
windward side of the Tower, and then decreases pressure difference and the pressure 
gradient force, diminishes the corner flow. If the Forum Hall is pulled down the 
blockade effect is removed and thus the corner flow strengthens. Then the strong 
wind area increases and extends southward.  
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Figure 7 The computed wind fields of the northwester at 4m above the land surface in domain A. 
The coordinates are the numbers of grids. The grid interval is 4m. 
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Figure 8  The computed wind fields of the northwester in domain B. The grid interval is 2m. 
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3. Discussion and summary 
In the present studies numerical computation, hot wire measurement and scouring 
technique in wind tunnel were carried out simultaneously to study the wind fields 
around a designed building to seek for a better way for pedestrian wind field 
assessment. The studies show that the conclusions by the three approaches are in 
agreement with each others and each approach has its own advantages. 
 
The souring technique can provide an overall view for a large area wind environment. 
It can be used for the wind environment assessment of a single tall building, and it 
demonstrates special advantages for the assessment of a large scale architectural 
complex. 
 
Using the hot wire measurement we can obtain the wind fields of a whole evaluated 
area, we can also carry out a detailed survey of the concerned areas, for example, the 
open space of busy pedestrian activities, or a possible strong wind area, etc. In 
addition, we can make three dimensional measurements to study the structure and the 
cause of formation of the strong wind.  
 
Numerical computation is a more flexible method. Using different grid interval we 
may have the ground surface or spatial wind fields within different scale 
computational domain. Furthermore, by using nested grid or varied grid the 
assessment may vary from a large scope to a small one, and from coarse resolution to 
fine one.  
 
As described above, a correct assessment can be made independently by each 
approach.. However, by using two or more approaches, the assessment would be 
more accurate and more reliable, and the procedure would be more effective. The 
appropriate methods provided in the studies guarantee the scientific basis to improve 
the wind environment in the vicinity of a tall building and provide a comfortable 
open space for the pedestrians.  
 
In the fast development of urbanization how to improve the living quality of the 
urban residents is of great concern. The wind environment of urban tall buildings 
will attract more and more attentions. The methods of assessment described above 
will be further tested and perfected. 
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